
POWER YOUR HYBRID CLOUD WITH A 
FUTURE-READY PLATFORM 
Built on Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors
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Xeon® processor E5-2690 with 256 GB total memory on VMware ESXi* 6.0 GA and using Guest OS Red Hat* Enterprise Linux* (RHEL*) 6.4, glassfish 3.1.2.2*, 
and postgresql 9.2*. Data source: request number 1,718. Benchmark: server virtualization consolidation, score: 377.6 @ 21 VMs. Compared to a one-node 
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1/3
of businesses in the top 
20 of every industry will 
be disrupted by 2018.1

40%
of enterprise IT organizations 
have hybrid cloud environments 
in place already.3

60%
of enterprise IT organizations are
testing or planning to implement
hybrid clouds within two years.3

BUSINESSES CAN’T COMPETE ON OLD INFRASTRUCTURE

HYBRID CLOUDS ARE A MUST-HAVE 
FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION …

IS YOUR BUSINESS 
FUTURE-READY?

… AND INTEL® XEON® SCALABLE 
PROCESSORS POWER
HYBRID CLOUDS

It can be, if your hybrid cloud is powered by Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors.

39%
drop in peak 
server performance2

148%
increase in server 
administration costs2

A FOUR-YEAR-OLD INFRASTRUCTURE HAS A:

Seamless orchestration 
of compute, storage, and 

networking resources

Learn More:

Dynamic reallocation
of services and 

platforms for DevOps

Rapid deployment 
of new production 

workloads

Up to

65% LOWER TCO 
compared to platforms based on previous-
generation Intel® Xeon® processors4

1.65X AVERAGE PERFORMANCE 
across key mission-critical workloads, 
compared to platforms based on previous-
generation Intel® Xeon® processors5

Up to

5X FASTER ANALYTICS
compared to previous-generation 
Intel® Xeon® processors6

Replace

4.2 
four- or five-year-old systems
with one server7

ENHANCED ENCRYPTION
algorithms enable you to more broadly 
deploy advanced security features without 
compromising performance  

 

58+
new world-record performance benchmark 
results on server platforms from Cisco, 
Dell EMC, Fujitsu, HPE, Huawei, and Lenovo8

Read the “Future-Ready Cloud” 
solution brief: 
intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-
computing/future-ready-cloud-brief.html

Learn how the global ecosystem 
of validated Intel® Select Solutions 
help ensure optimized performance  
intel.com/selectsolutions

View the “Hybrid or 
Bust” webcast: 
youtube.com/watch?v=CWFRUykw3aM 

Read what one leading analyst 
says about unlocking the value 
of the cloud: 
https://plan.seek.intel.com/us_en_influencer-ess
_registration-form-forrester_hybridcloud_html
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